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CHAP'rER I 
I:NTRODUC'I'ION 
In recent years, the difference between the two ~chools of 11moneta-
rist and fiscalist" (38) reduces to the question of whether the money 
supply or fiscal variables are the ma,jor determinants of aggregate economic 
activity, and hence the most appropriate tool of stabilization policies. 
In the monetarist view, the money_ stock's behavior was the pJ:>imary 
determinant of total spending, and was taken as a major emphasis in econo-
mic stabilization prog:eams.. :I)uring the tvrenty-fi1re years following the 
Great Depression (-1930' s) 9 l(eynesian IJ:heOJ ... ''Y was accepted as a main empha-
sis on fiscal actions - Federal Govermnent Spending and Taxing Prog-!.'ams "":' 
:i.n economic stabilization p1ans~ In the J.ast half of the 1960 1 s, such 
starxl.liza tion policies ·.,.rere called into question because they seemed to 
fail to control the in.fla tion.. Total s:pencling continued to rise rapidly, 
largely because the money stock grew at a -ra.:pid rate during the four years 
ending in lctte 1968. These economic developments were in the expectations 
of the monetarist view. :SXamiriation of the histo:r-ical recorcl made by 
· Pried.man and Schwartz (25) concluded that a substantial change in the .. 
growth rate of the money supply causes a substantial change in the growth 
rate of money income both secularly ::mcl mrer the business cycle. 
Hore recently, several authors of tbe Federa1 Reserve :Bank of 
StoLouis (Leonall Andersen9 Keith Carlson1 and Jer1.,y Jordan) have suggested 
"I 
2 
that instead of using the multipliers of monetary and fiscal policies to 
study their policy effects from the analytical or numerical solutions of 
an econometric model involving a large number of equations, they should 
be estimated directly through "reduced f'orm" equations by relatjng the 
change in income to current and lagged changes in some appropriate measure 
of the monetary and fiscal impulsese The results of the original tests 
showed that the contribution of money, not only current but also lagged, 
was large and the coefficients implied a reasonable effect of monetary 
policy. On the other hand 9 the estimated coefficients of the fiscal vari-
ables seemed to support fully the monetarist's claim that their impact 
was both small and insignificant (2, 4). rrhese results were :i.L'1media tely 
questioned as using the \r..cong mE:asure of r:10netar-y and fiscal actionso 
Various models have been developed to rationalj_ze the view of the 
monetarists 1;1ith regard to fiscal policy (14,42). It is noted that it 
is possible to construct models which support the contentions of the 
monetarists., 
The St.Louis econometric model was developed over the period 1968 
to 1970. Since published in 1970 (2), its basic fol.TI was kept unchanged 
so as to give more accurate evaluation of its usefulness and validity. 
Howeverf the model has been reestimated. as new information has become 
available from more accurate sources and methods~ The old data. have been 
readjusted and redefined, such as the new definition of Gl:P and rF.,defini-
tion of money suppJ.y from H1 to M1B~ With the unchanged form, the assess-· 
ment of the implications of the model has changed significantly¢ 
3 
Purpose of Study 
The main purpose of this study is to make use of· new data sources 
and to ga..in the knowledge of method used by Federal Reserve Bank.of 
St.Lrn.1is in- analyzing economic activity, since new estimating prc::::edures 
and definition..al and conceptual changes have been developed. The latest 
available estimates have been derived from.the most complete set of in-
formation and therefore are presumably more accurate than the preliminary 
estimates of these magnitudes .. Since the publication of the 1974 National 
Income Supplement, the Department of Colllinerce has published seven compre-
hensive revisions of the natio~..al income and product account (12). The 
latest of these revisions was published-in December 1980. New information 
· from 1972 input-output tables, the 1977 economic censuses 1 (mining, manu-
facturing, wholesale and retail trade, construction, transportation, 
selected services and government) and the 1973 and 1976 Taxpayer Compliance 
Measurement Program provide the basis of the substantial changeso The 
most important conceptual change involves the redefinition of GNP to 
include reirwested earnings of incorporated foreign affiliates of u .. s. 
direct irwestors and eJ.imina te those of inco:r:1>ora ted U. s. affiliates of 
foreign direct investors, and the redefinition of money stock from 1'11 
to MrB. 
Benjamin M. Friedman (23) has shmm the effect of revised data and 
extended sample period using the St.Louis Model.. His results are subject 
to many criticisms. Keith H., Carlson (9) also reestimated the St.Louis 
I'fodel and proposed the :results of alternative method, using rate-bf-change 
1 rrr t t. . n • p h ii n erac ion J.n .t',conomic , .. esear,c . , National Bureau of Economic lJesearch, 
57th Annual Report 1 September 1977~ 
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equations instead of first-difference equations. Later in November 1980, 
Keith M. Carlson and Scott E. Hein (13) showed the relationship between 
G:N"'P with the old and new concepts of monetary aggregc1tes by using the 
St.Louis Hod.el. 
:By these revisions, it can be seen from the model if the monetarist 
view-has changed or not. This study has kept the purpose of the original 
St.Louis Model to show the influence of monetaa:y and fiscal actions on 
the past evidence~ 
Plan of Study 
Chapter I discusses the importance of updating revision on the 
St~Louis Hodel. Chapter II explains the stabilization policies and their 
effectiveness.. Monetarist view and some argum.ents are also mentioned here. 
Chapter III introduces the St~Louis Ifodel with its performance. Chapter 
IV gives the empirical results compared with the original results and the 
analysis is discussed in Chapter V. Chapter VI presents the conclusion 
of the study with suggestions of further studies., 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATlJRE REVIEW 
Economic Stabilization Policies 
For many reasons, the performance of economic units deviates from 
the expected economic goals. To help the economy in operating close to 
the target levels, economic stabilization policies are employed. The 
implementation of these policies depends upon the state of development 
of the economy. The two principal types of economic stabilization poli-
cies used are : 
1. Monetary Policy 
2. Fiscal Policy 
Economic Activity and Honetary and Fiscal Actions 
Total spending for -goods and services (gross national product at 
current prices) is commonly used as the measure of economic activi -bJ. 
It consists of total spending on final goods and services by households, 
. businesses, and gmrerr,ment plus net foreign investment9 '· Real output of 
goods and services is limited by resource availability .and technology, 
within these constraints, it is dete:r:mined by the level of total spending 
and other factors. 
Monetary actions i.nvolve primarily decisions of the Treasury and 
the Federal Reserve System. Tr~asuxy monetary actions consist of varia-
tions in its cash holdings, deposits at Federal Rese-r:'Ve banks and com-
5 
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mercial banks, and issuance of Treasur-J currency (4).. Federal Reserve 
monetary actions include changes in its portfolio of Government securities, 
member bank reserve requirements, and changes in the Federal Reserve dis-
count rate. Banks and the public are also involved in monetary actions. 
Commercial bank decisions to hold excess reserves constitute a monetary 
action. By differential reserve requirements, the public's decisions to 
hold varying amounts of time deposits at commercial banks or currency 
relative to demand deposits are a form of monet~ry action taken into ac-
count by stabilization authorities but are not viewed as stabilization 
actions. 
Monetary base is under direct control of the monetary authorities, 
with major control made by the Federal Reserve System. An increase in 
the monetary base and money stock, other forces held constant, is consi-
dered to be an expam;ionary influence on economic activity and a decrease 
to be a restrictive influence. 
Fiscal actions are measured by Federal Government spending, changes 
in Federal tax rates, or Federal budget deficits and surpluses. The 
Keynesians view concentrates almost exclusively on the direct influence 
of fiscal actions on total spending. The portfolio approach developed 
by James Tobin (43, p:p .. 143-213) showed that fiscal actions by the .financing 
of Government expenditures have both a direct influence on economic acti-
vity and an indirect influence. According to Tobin, the influence of 
fiscal actions res1,1l ts from the manner of fi:nancing the Government debt, 
that is, variations in the relative amounts of demand debt (monetary base), 
short-term debt, and long-term.debt. For example, an expansionary move 
would be a shift from long-terrn to short-term debt or a shift from short-
te:rm to demand debt. A restrictive action would result from a shift in 
the opposite directiono 
High-employment budget concepts have been developed as measures of 
the influence of fiscal actions on economic activity (11). The purpose 
7 
of this concept is to standardize the budget pgsi tion on some hig\.1-employ..-
ment norm and thereby remove the effect of variations in economic activity 
on the measured budget surplus or deficit. In this concept, expenditures 
include both those for goods and services and those for transfer payments, 
adjusted for the influence of economic activitye Receipts, adjusted in 
the same manner, primarily reflect legislated changes in Federal Govern.~ent 
tax rates, including Social Security taxes. The net of receipts and ex-
penditures is used as a net measure of changes in e~l)enditure provisions 
and in tax rates. 
In all, the full (high) employment budget is an estimate of what 
the budget result would be, with given spending and tax programs at the 
full employment level of income, so tba.t the effect of income on taxes 
and government transfer payments in automatic stabilized process is 
eliminated. 
In addition, the full employment surplus increases if inflation 
occurs .. Inflation will result in a higher portion of a high-employment 
basis tax receipts. As a conseq_uence, the high-employment surplus will 
increas~ even in the absence· of fiscal policy changes. 
The central calculation of the high-employment budget is the estimate 
of po·~ential GNP - that rate of prc,d.uction consistent with 11full u:tiHza-
tion of economic resources on "normal" tir.1es. With regard to the current 
statu.s of estimates of potential output, sets of revised estimates are 
based primarily on a reevaluation of recent produ~tivity trends and a 
recl.efinition of the "full-employment unemployment rate 11 (41,44). The 
8 
esti..TJ1ates are supposedly consistent with a variable 11full-employrnent 
unemployment rate", instead of being a constant 4 percent, the level of 
unemployment in consideration consistent with full employment-now varies 
between 4 percent in 1955 and 4.9 percent in 1976. 
Monetarist View 
The general monetarist view is that the rate of monetary expansion 
is the main determinant of total spending, measured by gross national 
product (GNP). The primary consideration of the model is the modern 
quantity theory of money1 which stresses the behavior of economic units 
in response to changes in the money stock~ A change in the stock of 
money will induce a discrepancy between actual and desired holdings of 
money, which will cause shuffling of the wealth portfolioe Included in 
this adjustment is a change in-spending on goods and services., Changes 
in total spending, in turn, influence movements in output, employment, 
and the general price level. 
The modern quantity theor<J of money in its modern form accepts the 
importance that changes in the money stock can have on real magnitudes, 
like output and employment .in the short run, while influencing only the 
price level and total spending in the long run. In the long run, the 
real magnitudes are unaffected (24). The modern quantity theory e:ll..'J)ects 
that in the short run a change in the rate of growth in money is followed 
with a moderate lag by changes in total spending and output, while changes 
in -~:1e price level follow with a somewhat longer lag.. Th.ese changes in 
total spending, output, and pr.ices a.re in the same direction as the change 
1 The classic work on the quantity theoxy is Irving Fisher, ~Eu..Echasin_g: · 
Power of Eoneyo (Hew York : J,13,cmillan, 1911 )., 
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in the rate of monetari; expansion. Following the shoTt-run responses to 
a change in the rate of moneta1.'Y growth, total spending and· the price 
level grow at rates determined by the rate of increase in money, while 
output moves toward and resumes a long-run growth path. Such growth in 
output is little influenced by the rate of monetary expansion, but by the 
growth in the economy's productive potential, which depends on the growth 
of natural resources, capital stock, labor force and productivity., 
The basic idea of the monetarist view is that the economy is basi-
cally stable and not necessarily subject to recurring periods of severe 
recession and inflatione vli thout monetary actionst fiscal actions have 
only little net effect on total spending or output and price level. 2 
7. 
. Friedman and Schwartz) believe that a causal relationship exists between 
the money supply and economic activity over the business cycle. Most 
business cycle movements that have occured. in the past are attributed 
primarily to large swings in the rate of growth in the money stocko They 
claimed that a change in the long-run rate of growth of the money supply 
wi11 display itself mainly in a different rate of change in prices. 
In contrast, a change in the short-run -rate of growth of the money 
supply will alter the growth rate of both output and prices. The evidence 
from the various econometric models (15,27) and single-equation model (4) 
suggested that monetary policy is effective, which was consistent with 
the evidence provided by Friedman. 
2 Gary Fromi-n and La~rrence R. Klein, 11 A Comparison of Eleven Econometric 
Models of the United States 9 American Eco11omic Review, I,XIII, Mav 1973, 
pp. 385-93. Except for the St.1,ouis Model, the multiplier list showed 
that the fiscal policy uas effective. 
3 Mil ton Friedrnan and AnJIB, Jacobson Schwartz, 11 Money and :Business Cycles, 11 
Review of Economics and Sta ti sties, XLV, Februa1.'Y 1963, pp. 33-34. 
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In -1968, Leori..all C. Andersen and Jerry L. Jordan (4) published a 
study of the relative effectiveness of monetary and fiscal policies using 
single-equation approacho In their empirical work, Andersen and Jordan 
established a relationship between changes in GNP and changes in the 
various monetary and fiscal variables with the aid of regression analysis. 
The empirical results obtained by Andersen-and Jordan do not support the 
view that fiscal policy is effective in the absence of a change in the 
money S"Llpply. They concluded that the evidence is consistent with the 
view that the response of economic activity to monetary actions is much 
greater than the response to fiscal actions. 
Frank,de Leeuw and John Kalchbrenner c1aimed that the monetary and 
fiscal vaTiables utilized by Andersen and Jordan do not satisfy statis-
tical requirement ( 35). -They suggested alternative variables and tested 
the relative effectiveness of moneta:ey and fiscal policies by the same 
methodology as Andersen and Jordan used, with alternative and highly 
.. . 4 plausible measures of Federal receipts and moneta1-'Y baseo Their results 
still supported the view that monetary policy is effective. On the con-
trary, the results of de Leeuw and Kalchbrenner suggested that fiscal 
policy is also effective, which many economists believe so. The differ-ence 
of the results depended upon the deve1opment of measures of policy. 
Franco Modigliani and Albert Ando5 suggested tl).ats based on simula.-
tion teclmique, .when income is subject to substantia1 shocks from many 
4 Various attempts ~-rere nade to replicate the Andersen-Jordan study using 
alternative measures of fiscal and mcnetary policies. 'l'hese studies typi-
cally show that both fir3cal and monetary· policies are effective. See, 
E. Gera1d Corrigan, 11 '11he Measurement and Importance of :Fiscal Policy Changes, 
Federal Reserve Bank of' ?~ew York Tliont9tL_Review, 52, June 1970, pp.133-45. 
5 franco Hodigliani and Albert Ando, "Impact of Fiscal Actions on Aggregate 
Income and the Ifonetarist Controversy: 'I'heory and L'vidence, 0 in Jeromi L$ 
Stein, ed o , ~t_0_~, Amstercl.an, 197 6~ 
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~ources other than monetary and fiscal, so that these variables are only 
a moderate portion of the variations in income (in the United States, it 
has been of the order of one half to two-thirds), then the St.Louis reduced 
form method gives highly unstable and un:reliable estimates of the true 
structure of the system generating the data. They argued that the reduced-
form equations rely on just two exogenous variables are veri; unreliable 
for the purpose of estimating structure. From the theory and evidence, 
they concluded tri..a t a constant rate of growth of nominal money supply can 
result in a·stable economy only in the absence of significant exogenous 
shocks. Because every element in the economy is influenced by exter11..a.1 
forces, the economy has been and will continue to be exposed to money 
significant shocks, coming from such things as war and peace 9 and other 
large changes in government expenditures, foreign trade, agriculture, 
technological progress, population effects, etc ... 
CHAPTIB III 
HETH ODO LOGY 
Purpose of the Hodel 
The St$ Louis Hodel has 1)een developed to analyze economic stabili-
zation issues stressing on the inf'luence of monetary e'.A."}lansion on total 
spendinge It is designed to provid_e information on the most likely course 
of movement of certain strategic economic variables in response to mone-
tary and fiscal actionse 
There are three major purposes of the StoLouis Model (3). First 1 
this mode1 is created with monetarist view to assist in the development 
and evaluation of stabilization policies. Second, this model is to add 
a monetarist model that shows the important ro1e of monetariJ aggregate. 
Third, the model :produces the empirical statements of their moneta·rist 
view. 
The model was designed to analyze economic stabiJ.ization policies, 
not for exact quarter-to-quarter forecasting. It was to indicate the 
general nature of the differential response of certain economic variables 
by monetais and fiscal policies., The St~Louis Mode1 was not claimed as 
a substitute for the existing econometric models but support the anaJ.ysis 
of those models by carrying different implications. rrhe model did not 
imply that the aggregate behavior could be anaJ.yzed quite independently 
of the behavior of individual sectors. 
12 
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General Form of the Model 
The St.Louis Model was constJ;'Ucted on the basis of the quantity 
theory. The model has primarily a policy orientation to demonstrate 
the ~npact of alternative monetary and fiscal policies, not to forecast 
the economic events. So the model need not contain policy variables 
in order to forecast well. 
A summary of the model is presented iri algebraic form in Table I. 
The definition of variables is listed in the Table II according to whether 
they are exogenous or endogenous in the model. This summary does not show 
. . 
the dimensionality and lag length. The exact form of each equation is 
given in the analysis section with statistical estimates of coefficients. 
Equation 1 is the total spending (nominal GNP) equation. The quar-
terly change in total spending is specified as a function of current and 
past changes in money stock and current and past changes in high-employment 
Federal expenditures. 
Equation 2 is the change in the price level as a function of current 
and past demand pressure and anticipated price changes. Demand pressure 
is defined in equation 3 as the change in total spending minus the paten-
tial increase in output. This price equation is essentially a short-run 
Phillips curve extended to include changes in total spending and antici-
pated prices .. 1 
Equation 4 defines a change in total spending in terms of its com-
ponents, the part associated with changes in the price level and the part 
1 See Appendix A in (2) 
TAJ3LE I 
Model in Algebraic Form 
1o Total Spending Equation 
2. Price Equation 
3. Demand Pressure 
Dt = 6._Y_i; - ( XF - X ) t --· t-1 
4. Total Spending Identity 
5. Interest Rate Equation 
Rt = .f 3 (Al'\ ' l.Xt •• •"" • i.Xt-n ' I..\ pt '.6 p~ ) 
6. Anticipated Price Equation 
A p~ = f 4 (Lip t-1 ' • • • • .. .L\ p t-n ) 
7. Unemployment Rate Equation 
Ut = f5 ( Gt - Gt-1 ) 
8. Gl-W Gap Identity 






Definitions of Variables 
Endogenous Variables 
15,. yt = change in total spending ( nominal GJ\1I) in billion ) 
AP 
·t = change in price level ( .GNP price deflator in billion ) 
Dt = demand pressu:re 
fl Xt = change in output ( real G11P in billion based on 1972 dollars ) 
Rt= market interest rate 
D. ~ = anticipated change in price level 
Ut = unemp1oyment rate as a percent of civilian labor force 
G = GliP Gap t 
Exogenous Variables ( other than lagged variables) 
Note 
6 1\ = change in money stock (H1B) in bil1ion 
t:,. Et= change in high-employment Federal expenditures in billion 
H' 
X~ = potential ( full-employment ) output on 1972 dollars in billion 
Subscript I t' means in quarter t .. 
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associated with changes in output. Changes in output can be derived by 
this equationo 
Equation 5 is the market rate of interest as a function of current 
changes in the money stock, curre11.-i.; and past changes in 0:--1-tput, current 
price change and anticipated price change. Anticipated price change is 
assumed to depend on past price changes showed in equation 6. 
Equation 7 is the unemployment rate equation and is a transformation 
of the GNP Gap, as defined in equation 8, into a measure of unemployment 
relative to the labor force. This transformation is based on "Okun'~ 
Law (40) 11 • 
Working of the Model 
The model works as described in the flow diag-.cam shown in Figure 1. 
Lagged variables, with the exception of past changes in prices, are omitted. 
The model is constructed as a reduced form which is not completely accu-
rate in describing each of the equations but it can be considered to be 
accurate enough as a general purpose. 
The total spending equation is determined by monetary and fiscal 
(Federal spending financed by taxes or borrowing froin the public) actions,· 
though no direct information is provided as to how such actions affect 
spending. The change in total spending is combined with potential (full 
or high employment) output to provide a measure of demand pressuree An 
2 . 
estimate of anticipated price chan~e (with the weights on past price 
changes taken from the long-term interest rate equation) is combined with 
demand pressure to determine the change in the price level. 
2 pince the data of anticipated price change were obtained from the 
St.Louis Bank, the interest-rate equation is not calculated in this 
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The total spending identity provides the determination of the change 
in output, given the change in total spending and the·change in prices. 
This method differs from the standard procedure of most economet:ric models. 
Most mode1s are to determine output and prices seperatelyy then combine 
to determine total spending. 
The change in output, prices, anticipated prices and money stock, 
determine market interest rates. Interest rates do not exercise a direct 
role in the model in the determination of spending, output, and prices. 
Since the data of anticipated prices are available, the estimates of in-
terest rate and anticipated price change in equations 5 and 6 are omitted., 
To determine the unemployment rate, the change in output is first 
combined with potential output to determine the GNP Gap relative to paten-
tial outputo The GNP Gap is then transformed into the unemployment rate@ 
Data and Estimation of the Model 
The model is based on what is called a nreduced fo:rm 11 in economics. 
A reduced-form equation is a derivable consequence of a system of equations 
which may be hypothesized to represent the structure of the economy (or a 
structure mode1). In other words, all of the factors and causa1 Telations 
·which determine total spending (GNP) are 11 sumn1arized 11 in one equation. 
Each equation of the model is estimated by ordinary least squares. 
The t-statistics of the parameter estimates are calculated by using equa-
tion sho,m in (29)\ Lag structures with degrees of polynomial c1.re esti-
mated by A1mon lag technique ( 1 )4 o Sta tistica1 Analysis System (SAS) used 
3 See (29), problem 12-7, pp.285-860 
4 See the use and interpretation of the Almon lag technique in (32), pp. 10~ 
in this.study is availab1e for the analysis by the computer as well as 
the program called nm,INITAB',5. 
Table III shows the effect of revised data (9) during the sample 
period 1953(1)-1969(1v),which were estimated in April 1970 and February 
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1978. The sum effect of monetary actions ( !: m.) is s1ightly smaller, but l 
the pattern of time distribution among these coefficients continues to 
hold. For fiscal actions 9 the effect of data revision is quite small. 
The peak effect changed from the first quarter (e0=0.56) in April 1970 
estimate to the second quarter (e.1==0.52) in February 1978 estimate. The 
srnn effects on total spending of the independent variables continue to 
be dominated by the money variables. In general, there is nothing to 
indicate that data revision has changed the fundamental conclusions 
drawn from the original St~Louis total spending equation. 
The total spending equation was then estimated through 1976(IV). 
The tota1 effect of monetary actions continues to be important when the 
equation is estimated through 1976(IV). The pattern of the lag distribu-
tion changed substantially. Originally the effect peaked for the change 
in money lagged one quarter (m1), but for the period through 1976, the 
peak came on the first quarter (rr1a) s and only h. 1'\ and f. I\_1 are signifi-
cant. For fiscal actions, the sum effect climbed from 0~07 with the 
data through 1969 to 1.64 with the data through 1976, .and is statistically 
' significant. 'I'hese results show that the fisca1 actions are also effective. 
Table rv gives the estimates of alternative total spending equation. 
This alternative method is to express variables in the rate-of-change form. 
The estimates differ substantially from those presented in the first dif-
5 CNNITAB was developed by the Na tiona1 Bureau of Standards. 
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TA:BLE III 
Data Revisions and Updating 
of St .. Louis Equation 
4 4 
A Yt = constant + ;~o m.61\_· + .~0 cl 1'1 e ., j'J c . 
. -- l l •l- J. . -l 
April 1970 Estimate February 1978 Estdcmate 
1953(1)-·i 969(1v) 1953(1)-1969(1v) 1953(r)-·1976(rv) 
mo 1c22 (2.73) 1. 37 (2.96) 2.24 (4.04) 
m1 1.,80 (7.34) ·1. 92 (7.62) 1.55 (4&39) 
m,, 
c.. 
1. 62 (4.25) 1.58 (3.96) 0.43 (Oe88) 
m3 0.,87 (3065) 0.63 (2.59) 0.01 (0.2.1) 
m4 0.06 (0.02) -0.24 (-0 .. 52) 0.40 (0.70) 
~ m. 5.57 (8.06) l 5.26 (8.01) 4.48 (5 .. 98) 
eo 0.56 (2e57) 0.48 (2., 32) 0.34 (1.s3) 
81 0.45 (3.43) 0.52 (4.07} 0~25 (1~80) 
82 0.01 (o.os) 0.15 (0.81) 0.21 (1.34) 
C, 
-0.43 (-3.18) -0.40 (-3.07) 0.36 (2~65) 
-3 
e4 -0.54 (-2.47) -0~67 (-3.22) 0.48 (2.47) 
l: e. 0.05 (0_17) l Oo07 (0.21) 1.64 (4.50) 
constant 2.67 (3.46) 2o 32 (2.82) 0.45 (0.35) 
D2 o.66 0.69 0.70 .lL 
0 1i1 i..J11.uo 3~84 3.97 7o55 
D.W. 1 ~ 75 1. 93 1. 77 
:Note : AH symbols.g,re defined in Table IV. ·The t-statistics arP in pa-
renthesis. ff":'is the percent variation in the dependent variabl~ 
explained by variations in the independ.ent variables. S.E. is the 




Al terri_a tive :Squa tion of Total Spending 
of St.Louis Equation 
• 4 • 4 • 
y t = constant + Go mi :\_i + i~O ei. 1\-i 
1953(r)-1969(rv) 1953(I)-1976(IV) 
mo 0.30 (2.06) 0.40 (2.96) 
m1 0.,47 (5.09) 0.41 (5o26) 
m2 0.3s (3.01) 0.25 (2.14) 
m3 0.09 (1.,19) 0.06 (0.71) 
m4 -0 .. 16 (-1.10) -0.05 (-0.37) 
"'£ m. 
l. 
1 .os (4.95) 1.06 (5.59) 
eo 0.07 (1.77) o.os (2.26) 
e1 0.09 (3~63) 0.06 (2.52) 
e2 0.03 (0.75) o.oo (0 .. 02) 
e3 -0.,09 (-3.68) -0.06 (-2.20) 
e4 -0.16 (-4 .. 07) -0 .. 07 (;...1.s3) 
Le. -0.06 (-0.88) 0.03 (0.40) 
l 
constant 3.22 (4.04) 2~69 (3 .. 23) 
R2 0,.53 · 0.40 
SeE• 3.25 3.75 
n .. w. 1. 85 1. 78 
Note: AJ.l symbols are defined in Table IVo The t-statistics are in paren-
theses., n2 is the percent variation in the dependent variable 
explained by variations in the independ.ent variable so S.,F," is the 
standard error of the estimate~ D.W. is the Durbin-Watson statis-
tic. The dot over a variable signifies compounded annual rate of 
changeo 
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ference form. The sum effects ·of both monetary and fiscal actions changed 
little as the equation was UIJda ted. However, the sum effect of fiscal 
actions changed from negative to positive and vras not significantly 
different from zero for either the original or extended sample periods. 
Two data sets were obtained from :F'ederal Reserve :Sank of St. Louis. 
The data are seasonally adjusted quarterly averages~ The sample period 
of the first data set, revised in February 1978, covers 1953(1)-1976(1V). 
The second data set revised in August 198'1 includes 1953(1)-1981(11). 
The first data set was used to estimate the model and compared to the 
result in the article (9). This is to make sure that the calculation 
procedure is correct before the updating revision is done (this procedure 
confirmation is not shown in this report). A:Ll information needed in the 
analysis is shown in Appendix A (data used in the ana1ysis)9 
CHAPTER IV 
EHPIRICAL RESUL'I'S 
For the total spending equation (eq.1) in Table It the empirical 
results are shown in Table V. According to the Almon lag technique, the 
equation is a 4th degree polynomial with both-end restrictions (m= 1=e_1=0, 
m5=e5=0)o The t-statistic of each coefficient is in parentheses. Table 
VI is the result of the rate-of-change form of the total spending equation 
with the same constraints. The price and m1employrnEmt rate eauations 
are shovm in Tables VII and VIIIs respectively. T'he constraint on the 
' price equation is a 2nd degree polynomial with one-end restriction ( dc=O) Q 
The unemployment rate equation is estimated without any restriction. All 
the calculations cover the quarterly sample period from 1953(I) to 19s·1(II)~ 
The prograimning steps are shown in the Appendix B. The results of the 
estimates by regression are shown in Appendix C, accompanied with the co-
variance matrix of estimatese The plots of error pattern vs. time shown 
in Appendix D reflect the error pattern of predicted variables in each 
equation. Since i:.he estimates of parameters are not directly obtained_ 
.from the regression by ordinary least squares, such calculations to obtain 
these final esti1~1ates (29, 34) are demonstrated in the Appendix 2~ 
From the results in Appendix:, model 1 shows the results wlthout 
end restrictions and is not used in calcu1ation. It is just given to 
compare with the end-restriction results. Eccl.els 2,3,4 are used in the 
analysis. rfode1 5 is an alternative calculation s:inila1'.' to model 2. 
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TABLE V 
Total Spending Equation 
Constraints : 4th degree polynomial 
( m_ 1 = e_1 = 0 ; m5 = e5 c O) 
4 4 
l!.Yt= constant+ .Z. 0 m.LIHt. + .z:0 e. AEt. 
. . J_:::, J_ -i . i= J_ -i 
1953(r)-·1969(rv) 1953(I)•1981(II) 
1 .. 22 (2.73) 3.84 ( 6 .. 79) 
1.so (7.34) 2.95 (7.54) 
1. 62 (4.25) 0.84 (1.83) 
0.87 (3.65) -0.47 (-1.22) 
0.06 (0.02) -0 .. 43 (-0.69) 
5.57 {8.06) 6 .. 73 (7.01) 
0.56 (2.,57) o .. 66 (3.17) 
0.,45 (3.43) 0.28 (1.,79) 
0.01 (Oe08) -Ooi1 (-0.61) 
-0.43 (-3.18) -0@06 (-0.37) 
-0 .. 54 (-2.47) 0.23 ( 1 .. 19) 
0.05 (0.17) 1 e01 (2. 68) 
2.67 (3.46) -0.93 (-0.51) 
o.66 0.78 
3.84 11.48 
1. 75 . 2.,19 
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Note : All symbols 'are defined in Table IV~ The t-statistics are in pa·ren-
theses and Appendix F! shows how to calcule,te these values. R2 is 
the percent variation in the dependent variable explained by vari-
ations in the independent variables. S.E. is the standard error 
of the estimate. D.1..r •. is the Durbin-Watson statistic .. 
TABLE VI 
Rate-of-Change }?orm of Total Spending Bq_uation 
4 • 4 
Y = constant + .I:0 m. l\ _ + a: e. 1i' t l= l ,-]_ i==O l ·'-'t-i 
1953(1)-1969(1v) 1953(1)-1981(11) 
mo 0.30 (2.06) 0.50 ( 4. 62) 
m1 0.,47 (5.09) 0.46 (6.75) 
m2 0.38 (3.01) Oe22 (0~23) 
m3 Oe09 (1.·19) 0~001 (0 .. 03) 
m4 -0.16 (-1~10) -0~06 ( •. 4., 60) 
,- m. 1. 08 (4.95) 1., 10 (6Q85) 4... l 
0 Oa07 ( 1., 77) Oo07 (1.81) 
~o 
81 0.09 (3 .. 63) 0.,04 (1.69) 
82 0.,03 (Oo75) -O~O'.l (-0.40) 
87. -0 .. 09 (-3~68) -0.06 (-0~90) 
:> 
84. -0.16 (-0.88) -0~07- (-0., 33) 
r: e. 
l 
-0.,06 (-0.88) -0.04 (Oe27) 
constant 3,,22 (4 .. 04) 3.,01 (3066) 
R2 0.53 0.44 
S.E. 3.,25 3 .. 65 
n. i.v. 1.s5 2.05 
Note : J\.11 symbols are defined in Table IV. The dot ove-r a vm:·iable 
signifies compounded annual rate of chance$ ~l1he t-statistics 
are in parenthe:iieso R2 is the percent variation in th.e depen-
dent variable e}.':plained by variations in the independent va-
riables., S.,E., is the standard. error of the estimate,, D.W~ is 
















Price Eq_ua tion 
Constraints: 2nd degree polynomial 
( d_1 = O; d6 = 0) 
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0 .. 02 ( 60 33) 
0.01 (2. 93) 

















0.16 (4. ·10) 
1. 76 (23.45) 





Note : All symbols.are defined in Table IV. The t-statistics are in pa-
rentheses. n2 is the percent variation in the dependent variable 
explained by variations in the independent variables. S.E. is the 
standard error of the estimate. D.W .. is the Durbin-Watson statis-
tic. 
TABLE VIII 
Unemployment Rate Equation 
1955(r)-1969(rv) 1953(I)-1981(II) 
go 0.04 (1 .. 10) o.os (0.,98) 
g1 Oe28 (6.80) 0.42 (5.38) 
constant 3.90 (72050) 4.56 (51.03) 
R2 0.92 o. 72 
S.E. 0.30 0.71 
D.W. 0.60 0.20 
Note .AJ.l symbols are defined. in Table IV. The t-statistic are in 
parentheses. n2 is the percent variation in the depentdent 
variable explained by variations in the independent variablesc 




Models 6,7,8 are calculated in the rate-of-change form of the total spend-
ing equation. Tfodels 9, 10 are the calculation of the price equation ( b. P). 
Model 11 is the calculation of the unemployment rate equation. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF TI-IE RESUI.rI.1S 
:Sy comparison with other econometric models, the St.Louis I'fodel 
is quite small and its objective is not to forecast economic events but 
rather, to see the impact of alterna.tive monetary and fiscal policiesQ 
As a result, the relative impact of monetary and fiscal actions shown by 
the St.Louis Model requires a careful assessment. 
Total Spending 
r.rable V indicates a comparison of original results and updating 
results of total spending equation. l<'rom the original resuJts ( 1953(I)-
1969(rv)), the pattern of the coefficients shows a large and rapid influ-
ence of monetary actions on total spending reJ_ative to that of fiscal 
actionss The first three quarters of monetaiy action account for 83% 
of total sum ef'fect of monetary actions. Changes in high-employment ex-
penditures first have a positive influence on total spending, but the 
influence becomes significantly negative after three quarters~ For short 
periods., fiscal effects are significant. The peak effect of monetar:y 
actions was in quarter 2 and of fiscal actions in ouarter 1$ 
The pattern of coefficients in the updating total spending equation 
( 1953(1)-1981 (II)) still indicates a lm.:-ge and rapid effect of monetaT'IJ 
actions on total spending relative to that of fiscal actions. The money 
variables still dominate total spending. The Iag distribution pattern 
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of monet-:1r-J actions is obviously different from the original results. 
The peak effect is in the first quarter (m0). The effects in quarters 
4 and 5 (m3,m4) are not significant~ The sum effect of moneta1!1J actions 
is about 6.7 and it is highly statistical1y significant with t=7.01. 
The su.m. effect of fiscal actions is only about 1.00 and it is sta-
tistically significant (t0•025 , 102=1.99). The effect of fiscal actj_ons 
is only in quarters 1 and 2 (e0 and e1), though e.1 is not significant at 
t=0.025 level but is significant at t=0.05 level (t0•05 , 102=1.66)o The 
peak is in the first quarter (e0). This result shows the short-run effect 
of fiscal policies~ The summary statistics indicate the R2 is improved 
but larger standard error of the regression. 
From the t-statistic of coefficients (in parentheses), it can be 
said that the monetary actions are more predictable. Since the greater 
the t-value, the more confidence in the estimated coefficients, and hence 
the greater is the reliabili t--y of the estimated change in GNP resulting 
from a cbange in that va.riablee The value of H2=0.78 is quite good in 
this case. 
Looking at the error pattern of total spending eq_ua tion (:F'igure 3 
in Appendix D) gives the evidence that some.part of e-rror pattern varies 
with time (during -irrois)e 'l'his makes the assumption of constant variance 
of error suspect (violating .the assuniption of homoskedastici ty). This 
causes inefficient estimates of coefficients (not smallest variance) 
and ambigui t--y of testing statistical hypothesis. Fortunately, the esti-
mated coefficients are still unbiased. One possibility to keep the 
assumption is to add dwmny variables of the period or adjusted independent 
variableso Another possibili-b; is using generalized least square method 
instead of ordinary least squares (33, PPo73-80). 
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Consider the alternative results of the rate-of-change total spend-
ing equation in Table VI, the same conclusions still hold except the sum 
effect of fiscal actions is negative. J3y considering the value of R2 
which is only 0.44, it seems that this regression could not explain the 
total spending dependent variable satisfactorily e The re·sul ts from this 
regression ·will not be analyzed since it is not as useful so. 
Prices 
As defined in equation 3 from Table I, demand pressure gives a 
measure of the economy's demand for goods and. ser,rices relative to its 
capacity to supply goods and services6 Given the GNP Gap, defined as 
x! Xt-,' the larger is the change in total spending, the greater is 
the spillover into higher prices. Given a change in total spending, the 
larger is the GIIP Gap, the greater is the expansion of output and the 
less the spillover into higher prices .. Including past values of demand 
pressure is to a.llow lags in the determination of prices in response to 
changing demand. The anticipated price cr.ange is included to allow anti-
cipations of future price movements to influence the current price changes., 
Table VII shows a comparison of the price equation in the original 
and updated versions~ In the original resu1ts, the influence on prices 
of the demand pressure variable, Dt_1 1 is significant and positive for 
five quarters but very small thereafter.. The pattern of influence is 70}6 
of the total effect of demancl pressure taking place in the fiTst thTee 
q_uarters and 95% in the first five quarterse .Anticipated price change, 
.AP~ , is a significant determinant of current price change. 
In the estimation through 1953(1)-·1931 (IIL the influence on prices 
of demand pressure varia,bJ.e is significant and positive only for two 
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quarters~ The sum effect of demand pressure is significant. 'rhese two 
quarters of demand pre,:;sure account for 8))6 of the total effect of demand 
pressure. The anticipated price change plays more important role in 
influencing the current price change, shown by the size of coefficient 
and its hight-statistic of 23&45. 
Looking at the error pattern of price equation (Figure 5), the error 
pattern is not constant by the late of 1970' S@ 'l1his may be caused by 
external influences, such as double digit inflation. However, the value 
of R2=0~85 shows a satisfactory estimB,tion~ 
Unemployment. Rate 
The unemployment rate is regressed by unconstrained ordinary lea,st 
squares (Table VIII).. 'l'he one-quarter lagged Glf.P. Gap p1ays an important 
part to dete:rmine the unemployment rate~ Eoreover, the unemployment rate 
[' 
is a part to determine the price changes through the anticipated price 
changes, which is not shmm in this study. The pattern of coefficients 
in both original and updating results are still the same. 
Looking at the error pattern of unemp1oyment rate equation (J?igure 6), 
it seems that there is a trend of the error., 'l'his trend makes the testing 
of statistical hypothesis unsatisfactorJ. It could be avoided by some 
statistical procedures to give the estimated coefficients unbiased and 
consistent (30, pp.84-85). 
Ovei~,11, thi? updating revision gives the results that still support 
the monetarist viei.·1, that the monetary actions are relatively more effec-
tive than the fiscal actions., However, the St.Louis Eodel indicates that 
the fiscal actions now are also effective .. :But the model does not tell 
how those actions affect the total spendingo It is still a question 
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whether the model has used the appropriate variables to represent the 
monetary and fiscal actionso Also, some questions are on the point that 
the model of reduced form can be chosen to analyze the economic activities., 
Hevertheless, ·this study shows that the St.Louis Hodel gives the results 
as any large econometric models, and the St. Louis Hodel fs ap:propria te 
for the conduct of stabilization policies with some little changes of the 
equation and constraints ( ·10, 13). 
CHAPTER VI 
SUT1:rril\.RY AlU) CONCLUSION 
This study points out some effects of the St.Louis Model when the 
data are revised through the 1981(II) period. The su.~ effect of monetary 
actions still shows the strong influence on total spending compared with 
the original results estimated through the 1969(IV) period, but the sum 
effect of fiscal actions now indicates the significant influence on total 
spending which is opposite to the original results. 
Eventhough the sum effect of :fiscal actions indicates the effective-
ness ou total spending, examination of the estimates through 1981(II) 
continues to support the monetarist view that the monetary policies are 
more effective than the fiscal policies. 
Economists·try to create models that represent their views. Among 
the nu.inber of econometric models, the St.Louis Model is the 11Monetarist 11 
character. It is quite small compared to the other large econometric 
models, with 8 equations and ·11 variables. Money stock (M113) and high-
employment Federal expenditures are used as independent variables to 
· ·explain total spending as dependent variable. The results indicate that 
both monetary and fiscal policies are effective although the monetary 
poliuies remain the predominant inl'luence in term of size and t-statistic. 
These results conform to other econometric models. The price equation 
and unemployment rate equation are also estimated in this study. 
The model can be used to conduct several dynamic simulation expe-
riments to see the performance of the model as a unit .. A comparison can 
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be made with another model. These simulations may provide more information 
that is helpful to policymakers. It should be remembex:ed that the St.Louis 
Model is not intended for forecasting, since it is based on the assumption 
that other variables outside the model do not change. 
The St.Louis Model is open to many criticisms, since it is a reduced 
form using only two variables to ex-plain dependent variable. Some suggested 
the other alternative independent variables, such as using the adjusted 
base by deducting bank borrowings from total monetary base, or adjusted 
high-employment receipts using implicit price deflator for price changes. 
Some modified the model by not constraining the ends of lag distribution 
· to zero or adding independent variables •. 
Perhaps different measures for different policy-makings are necessary 
so long as it can lead to appropriate stabilization actions. In general, 
both monetary and fiscal actions could be used in combination, depending 
on proportions of the size of which actions are to be taken. 
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DATA US:ED IN THE ANALYSIS 
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APPENDIX B 
PROGIWIT-III-JG STii.iPS . 
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S T A T I S T 1 C A L 
DATA FISC.U .. ; 





DA 'I' A MONEY; 
HJPtJT Ib i•i} 
CAP CS; 
DA.TA DEL T ~~~'A_; 
INPUT ID D~LTAPA; 
CARDS; 
DAT.A IPD19'72; 
IN PUT ID r,,D; 
CARDS;. 
OA.'i'.A REALG':P; 
1Nnur ID x;. 
CJ\.RDS; 
D AT /l. POTO U':'; 
C.A~DS; 
DATA UT,; 
lWPOT ID 0; 
CARDS; 
PROC SORT DATA=YINCOME; 
BY ID; 
4 
JIN.ALYSIS B V S T E M 
S T A T I S T I C A L 
PROC SORT JATA=FISCAL; 
BY JD; 
PROC SORT DATA=~ONE!; 
. BY !DJ 
PROC SORT DATA=DELTAPA; 
BY ID; 
PROC SORT ~ATA=IPD1972; 
BY IDJ 
PROC SORT DATA=REALGNP; 
BY 1D; 
PRDC SORT DATA=POTOUT; 
BY lD,; 




.ANALYSIS S V S '!' E M 
MERCE YINCC~E FISCAL MONEY DELTAPA IPD1972 REhLGNP POIOUT UT; 
BY ID; 
IF ID=)5301 AND 1D=<B102; 





T ,;, 1 . ..:.T , G ( "C') • w·L ..1.-:.........li.. -~-• ;/ 
FDE=E-t,El; 
L FD'.": 1 =LAG ( ,;, D :·'. ) ) 
LF D:':'i::::LA C2( f DY)_; 
LFTJ~13=t-AGJ( .F D.1--:·); 















































S 1 A T I S 1 I C A L l,NALYSIS 
ZM1=T..F' D\\:1 +2 * LF DH 2+ 3 *"LF D:,-':3+4 *LfD?-~4_; 
ZM2=LFCM1+1*LFDM2+9•LFDg3+16*LFDM1; 
Zr,:3=Lf D1'1 +3*LFOM2+ 27 *L ?D ! 13+54 *Lf D'.-14 2, 
ZJ,'.4=Lf m·1 +].6 *LF D1l2+8 l*Lf m:l3+256*LF DM4; 
LF OEl=LAC{fD C:); 
LFDE2=LAG.2(.FDE); 
LfDE3=L.V;3{F CS); 












:sJT4E=-1 C5*'.'.":E 0-104"'ZE1 +ZE4; 









LED0T2=L.AG? ( ECDT ); 
LEDOT3=LftG3(ED0T); 
LEDDT4=LJG1(rrc1); 
ZHDO=rDO'l'+U-r:rnrl +L:UJU1'2-t-LMD0'1' 3 +L \lDOT4; 
SYS'.I'£M 
Z}! lJ2.:.-,: f,l'iJ C T.1 +;1 *'L :,;u 012+9 *LI< ~~)tJT3 + .16 *l~ ?·!DO T1:1;. 
Zl? D3= T,J~DCTl +;'.l 1"L :JD01' ?+27 1'U'.D0T3 +5 4"'L!-1[JOT 4; 






*FOR MODEL 9 10; . 
LXl=LJiG{.X); 








B ZD1= LD1+2*LD2+3*LD3+4*LJ4+5ffLD5; 
9 ZD2= LD1+1*LD2+9*LU3+16*LD4+25*LD5; 
0 FDX:=X-LXl; 
1 DEL1l<j.P=FDY-FD.X; 
2 *FOP ~DDEL 11; 
3 GAP=((XF-X)/XF)*lOO; 
4 LGlP=LAG(GlP); 
S T l T I S T I C A L AN.\LYS.IS S 'l S T E H 
) PRnC SYSR£r;' OU'I'E:S'I'=EST1 OUT=OUT1; 
1 *MODEL 1; 









tlODEL FJY=ZY C Z !U ZH2 ZM3 ZM4 ZE 0 







7 ~MorEL 3; 
ZF.'.4/ rm co VB; 
3 VODEL FDY::Z;,10 ZMl Z;'l2 ZN3 z·!-M ZF:0 Z-Sl ZE2 ZE3 ZE4/ mi· COIJB; 
) REST RlC":' Zi\0-Z)ll +ZH.2·-Zrl3+ZH4= O.,. 
l ZEO-ZE1+ZE2-ZE3+ZS4=0, 









5 *ZE O+ 10 ti:-ZE1+30*ZE2+100 *ZE3-+354,..ZE4=0; 
*MODEL 5; . 
~ MODEL FDY=WT2N WT3M WT4M WT2E ~T3E WT4E/DW; 
3 *MODEL 6; 
4~ 
l MODEL Y10T=ZlD0 ZMD1 ZMD2 ZMD3 ZMD4 ZEDO 2ED1 ZED2 ZED3 ZED4/D 
JVB; 





* '.,JODZL 7; · 
MODEL YDOT=ZXDO Z)1D1 Z!:D2 2:103 ZMD4 ZEDO ZEDl ZED2 ZED3 ZED4; 





ST AT IS T' IC AL AUALYSIS S Y S T E M 
'* '·iODEI,,8; 
t-:ODEL YDO'!.'=ZLDO Z:"W1 z:m2 ZtrnJ Z}iD4 ZSDO ZED1 ZED2 ZE.D3 ZED4; 














EODEL U=GAP LGlP/DW-COVB; 
OUTPU1' R=TiEiH<OR; 
50 
S 1 A T I S T I C A L 1\!IIALY..SIS S Y S T E M 
5 PROC PRINT DATA=ESTl; 
7 T I'TLE; 
3 PROC PLOT; 
J PLOT ~D~*IU P~DY*ID='*'/OVERLAY; 
) T1TLE1 FIGURE 2; 
L TITLE2 FDY A~D PPSDICTED FDY VS. TIME; 
~ PROC PLD!; 
3 PLOT FDYERROR*ID; 
I TITLE1 FIGUFE 3; 
TITLE2 SRRCR PATTERN OF TOTAL SPErDING EQDJTIONJ 
PROC PLOT; 
PLOT YDERRCR•ID; 
TITLE'1 ?IGUPE ,1; 
I 
51 
TITLE2 Zkf:OR PATTERN OF RATE-0~-CHM~GE .TOT.AL SPE1rnING EQUATION 
PROC PLOT; . 
PLOT DPSRRCRc,.\'ID; 
iITLEl :'IGURE 5; 
TIILE2 SRROR PATTERN OF PRICE EQUlTION; 
PROC PLOT; 
PLOT CE~RDrl*ID; 
TITLEl ~IGU~E 6; 
TITLE2 ~RROR PATT2Rn OF UNEMPLOYMENT EQUATION; 
J PROC pqJNT·DA1A=GNP; 
} VAR ID Y ~.1 E IP D DELTA.? A U Xf X; 
) TITLE l; 
TITLE2 DATA USCD·IN !HE ANALYSIS; 
~I!LEJ (SOURCZ OF DATA: FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST.LOUIS); 
52 
APPENDIX C 
R.i"SSUIIrs OF REGRBSSIOlJ AITALYSIS 
S T \ T I S T I C .\ L 
I>! CD f:!.: "C;;EL01 








DUR!':1I'l-r;ATS0N G STATI'3TIC = 2.0167 
FIRST ORDER AryTQCOi?~~ATICN = -0.0256 
V JIRIA3LE 



















































































Cf:'.P VAR: ~CY 








DURBI~-NATSO~ D STATISTIC = 2.1156 
FIRST ORDER J.UTQCOFFELATION = -0.1435 















RES TR ICTlDi 
PARA 1lETER 
OF ESTI'.-!ATE 
1 -o. 93142 4 
1 3.842603 








































































s ;' A T 1 3 ~ I ,. ,\ L ,'\ N A L 'l s I s s '{ s i E ·~ •, 
C OVAJIA~fC:: OF 3 HLUES 
L'lTERC~P'!' Z!JO ZY:1 
HIT ERCEPT 3.27522659 -0.21043293 -0.01926815 
ZYO -0.21048293 0.31997497 -0.06215424 
Z ~·1 -0.01926815 -o. ~ 6 215 4 2 4 0 .11918 80 2 
Z~2 0.12213461) -0.25629970 0.09888862 
Zl-'3 -0.061221387 0.11338'39'3 -0.07271937 
Z/.'4 0.00785131 -0.01244054 0.00973427 
ZEO C.00250028 -o. 02113413 0. 007 02 253 
ZEl 0.003'7'1800 0.00895410 -0.00472903 
ZE2 0.00186986 0.01716846 -0.00762032 
ZE3 C.00040261 -0.01137028 o. 00371887 
ZE4 -0.00018954 0.00154950 -0.00041237 
Z!-12 ZM3 ZM4 
INTERCEPT 0.12213460 -0.06122887 0.00785131 
7.MO -0.25629970 0.11338898 -o.01244 05 4 
zn 0.09888862 -o. 07271937 0.00973427 
Z1-12 0.22827856 -0.11368494 0.01322482 
Z!-13 -0.1136849.1 0.06447596 -o. 0 0794 746 
Z!-'4 0.01322482 -0.00794146 0.00100253 
ZEO 0.01714535 -0.00976624 0.00124507 
ZEl - 0. 0 09 0 9 2 0 5 0.00414856 -0.00044252 
ZE2 -0.01528152 0.00846001 -0.00104725 
ZE3 o.00967704 -0.00484230 0.00056982 
ZE4 -0.00127i:81J 0.00061250 -0.00007053 
ZEO ZEl Z.E2 
I NT ER CE PT 0.0025002'! 0.00377800 0.00186986. 
Z!o!O -0.02113413 0. 00505410 o.o 1716 846 
Z Ill 0.00702 253 -0.00472903 -0.00762032 
Z'.Q G.01714535 -0.00909205 -0.01528152 
1113 -0.00976624 0.00414856 0.00846001 
Z~4 0.00124507 -0.00044252 -o. 0 010 4 "}2 5 
ZEO G.04350871 -0.00566283 -0.03376896 
ZEl -0.00566 283 0.01659323 0.01163109 
ZE2 -0.03376896 0. 01153109 0 .02959410 
Z83 0.013 94 086 -o • 0 0 9 3 4 4 92 -0.01419013 
ZE4 -G.00146173 o.0012aocs I). 00161522 













DEF V AP: FDY 




-o. J 113702?. O.OOJ.54950 


















DURBIN-iv,\ TSO:; !: 0STA.'l'ISTIC : 1.5010 



























































T E ., 
4 2. '15 
o. 0001 
o. 6769 







o. 0 co 1 
O. 8 C6 0 
o. 0011 
O. OC48 
O. 0 U77 
o. 6885 
C. 5 S7 8 
56 
57 





V lRLi BL E' rF £STUA-TZ - 2:RRDR ~ RATIO PRDE>!TI i 
REST2ICTim! - -1 44. 629930 27.684442 1.6121 o. 110 0 
R£STRICTIDt -1 11.128991 62.597933 0.1778 o. 8592 
RES TR re TI C:i -1 96(). 996486 166.360812 5. 7'166 o. 0001 
58 
s T .\ T T s 1' C A L :. '.I :. L '{ s I s s y s T E ·~ 
C O'H RU ~iC: OF g VALUES 
INTSP.CEPT ZJ.!0 Z.'H 
Hl'i'ERCE?T J.45tl39034 0.02053821 0.003692H' 
Z)'O 0002053 821 0.39076210 -0.09924272 
z1.11 0.00369218 -0.09924272 0.17464692 
ZM2 -.0.013'11646 -0.33032314 0.15007437 
Z )!3 0.00325319 0.14421944 -0.10921386 
Z~4 -0.00017638 -0.01546224 0.01460141 
ZEO -0.03019262 -0.01075553 0.01230877 
ZEl -o. 01959067 O.Gl927'333 -0.00636741 
ZE2 0.0417298 0 0.01581018 -0.01213179 
~c-~ 
,, ~J 
-0.01688026 -0.01249426 0.00588409 
ZE4 0.00199189 0.001,2943 -0.00066030 
ZM2 ZM3 ZM4 
lt4TERCEPT -0.01341646 0.00325319 -0.00017638 
z•m -0.33032314 C.14421944 -0.01546224 
Z1"1 0.150 07 437 -0.10921386 0.01460141 
zv2 o.30854118 -0.15405838 o. 01779795 
z••3 -0.15405838 0.08848351 -0.01089141 
Z -'4 0.01779795 -o.nosn41 0.00137429 
ZEO o.o 13 33 33 0 -0.00362133 0.00110967 
ZEl -0.01694!111 0.00782970 -0.00086'792 
ZE2 -0.01695925 o. 00977737 -0.00120535 
ZE3 0.01176232 -0.00592801 0.00068803 
ZE4 -o.001ssqs4 0.00074566 -o. 00008422 
ZEO ZEl ZE2 
INTERCEPT -0.08019262 -0.0195906'7 o. 04172980 
Z~!Q -0.01075553 0.01927833 0.01581018 
Z"Al 0001230877 -0.00636741 -0.01213179 
Zl-!2 0.01333330 -0.01694811 -0.01695925 
Z1'!3 -0 .008 62133 0.00782970 0.00977737 
Z!·'4 0.00110%7 -o. 00086792 -G.00120535 
ZEO o.osaso237 -·0.00988291 -0.04729451 
ZEl -0.00988291 0.02395459 0.017836T2 
ZE2 -0 .• 04729451 0.01783672 0.04243674 
-ZE3 0.01943 95 3 -0.0140'7506 -0.020313249 
ZE.; -0.00201124 o.00192572 0.00231201 












!<! OD 2L : •,m DELO 4 
DEP VAR: FCY 
I 
-
~ L ft. ~I A L V s I s s '{ s 
ZE:3 ZE4 






0.01943?53 -0. 00201124 
-0.01407506 0.00192572 
-0.02038249 0.00231201 
0.01169075 -o. 00144135 










DURBI~-WATSON D STATISTIC = 2.0970 
FIRST ORDE; AUTOCORRELA~ION = -0.0794 
P ARMlE'l'ER STANDARD 
VARIABLE DF ESTIMATE ERROR '1' RATIO 
HlTEP.C2 PT l -1. 490727 1.851677 -0.8051 
z~o 1 4.472506 o. 530191 8.4356 
Z~l 1 0.869407 0.353324 2.46G7 
Zl"2 1 -2.666652 0.472232 -5.6469 
Z~3 1 0.857501 0.255364 3.3580 
2}14 l -0. 078G45 0.031965 -2.4697 
ZEO 1 o.-488948 0.204450 2.3915 
zn 1 -0.122958 0.131937 -0.,9319 
ZE2 1 -0.412782 0.174253 -2.3689 
2£3 1 0 .179 86 'l 0.091024 1.9760 
ZE4 1 -0.019260 0. 011368 -1.6942 
REST~ICTIC}J -1 -17.722987 23.700531 -0.7478 
RES'!'R IC TI Oi -1 -37.869290 53.1197 46 -0.7129 








o. 0 00 l 











s 'l' . \ ... ! ~ "' I C . L >. '.I ,\ L y s I s s V. s T E M 
' ' " 
?AQAYE'l'SR STANDARD 
VARl..\BLS DF £S'l'F!ATE 2:tROR T RATIO PROB> IT I 
RES TR IC TI Cl; -1 5'7. 794231 23.452157 2.1643 o. 0154 
R ES':.'R ICTI C': -1 14.407534 53 .146944 o. 2711 o. 7869 
RES'rRIC'flCN -1 926.911065 355. 48977 4 2.6074 0.0105 
61 
s ~ '· T I _) i I C • L ~ ii A L V s 1 s s y s T E H -~ 
" 
COVARIA''CE OF '.? VALUES 
I~ITERCF:P': ZMO ZMl 
INT£RC2!': 3.42870595 -0.17148313 -0.01183565 
Z!-!O -0.17148313 o. 28110298 -0.07563247 
z 1"l -o.oue3S65 -0.07563247 0.12483798 
z,,2 0.09986682 -0.23845390 0.11046824 
Z!-13 -0.05283856 0.10664584 -0.07941553 
Z~4 0.0069-1210 -0.01163572 0.01058668 
ZEO -0.01150951 -0.00647163 0.01009915 
zn c.00100100 0.01238619 -O.OC445462 
ZE2 0.00887813 0.01044952 -0.00937399 
ZE3 -0.00331425 -0.00'/84918 o. 00464518 
ZE4 0.00031813 o. 00105912 -0.00053460 
ZJ.!2 ZM3 ZM4 
INT ER CE PT 0.09986682 -o .05283856 0.00694210 
Z!'O -0.23845390 0.10664584 -0.01163572 
ZMl 0.11046824 -0.07941553 o. 01058668 
Z 1,2 0 .223 00306 -0.11278451 0.01313 456 
z~,3 
-0.11278451 o. 065210T7 -0.00806608 
Z~4 0.01313456 -0.00806608 0.00102176 
ZEO 0.00904615 -0.00663076 o. 0 00 89387 
ZEl -0.01158733 0~00519333 -0.00056015 
ZE2 -0.01176106 0.00715930 -0.00090315 
ZE3 0.00,85090 -0.00415175 0.00049171 
ZE4 -0.00102151 o. 00051304 -0$00005917 
ZEO ZE1 ZE2 
INTERCEPT -0.01150 951 0.00100100 0.00887813 
Z 1'0 -0.0064716 3 0.01288619 0.01044952 
ZMl 0.01009915 -0.00445462 -0.00937399 
2112 0.00904615 . -0.01158733 -0.01176106 
Zll3 -0.00663076 0.00519333 o. 00715930 
z114 0.00089387 -0.00056015 -u. 00090315 
ZEO 0.04179983 -0.00693332 -C.033 70377 
ZEl -0.00693332 0.0174073'3 0.01279011 
ZE2 -0.0337037'7 0.01279011 0.03036424 
ZE3 0.013 63 84 3 -0.01015863 -0.01449384 
ZE4 -0.00139095 0.00139195 0.00163580 
62 
s m A T I " T I C ,\ L } l-J A L y s I s s y s T E !•! 1 .) 
ZE3 ZE4 
Ili'l'E:'{ CE PT -0.00331425 0.00031!313 
z~o -0.007 84913 0.00105912 
ZMl 0.00464518 -o. 00053460 
Zl-'2 0.00785090 -0.00102151 
Zl-'3 -C.00415175 0.00051304 
ZM4 0. 0 00 49171 -Oe00005917 
ZEO 0.01363843 -0.00139095 
ZEl -0.01015863 0.00139196 
ZE2 -0.01449384 0.00163580 
ZE3 0.00828535 -0.00101787 
ZE4 -C.00101787 0.00012923 
MODEL: PCDELOS SSE 13313.79 F RA TIO 60061 
DFE 101 PROB >F o.0001 
DEP VAR: FDY ~SE 131.819689 R-SQOARE Oo 7826 
DUR~IN-iiATSCN D STATISTIC = 2.1956 
FIRST OROE!< A !JTDCORRELA 'I IC.N = -o .1435 
?APA"E'fER STANDARD 
VAR HP.LE OF E S l'I:-H. T E ERROR T RA'l' 10 PROB>ITI 
I!iTSRCEPT 1 -0.911424 1.809759 -0.5147 o. 6019 
lolT2M 1 -2. 305548 0.47'7785 -4.8255 O. 0 COl 
!\'!3M 1 0.710179 00253921 2.7968 o. 0062 
WT4!J 1 -0.062080 0.031663 ;..1.9607 0.0527 
WT2E 1 -0.496587 0.172031 -2.8866 o. 0048 
ii i3E 1 0 •. 22534 3 0.089980 2.5044 o. 0139 
w'l'4E 1 -0.025572 0.011264 -2~2661 o. 0256 
STATI3'!ICAL .~NALYSIS S Y S T E 'I 
MODEL; ~'CDE:L06 SSE 1348.036 F RATIO 13.19 
DFE 101 PROB>F O.OGOl 
CEP V;\R: '!DOT !JSE 13.346891) R-SQUARE o. 4JQ4 
tURE!S-wATSC~ D ST~TI~TIC = 2. 0555 
FIRST ORDER AUTOCORRELATION = -0.0471 
PAR,H'ETER S'l'.J.NDARD 
VARI.:. St E DF ESTIHATE ERROR T RATIO PRCB>IT I 
I NTSRCE PT 1 3.008761 0.821335 3.6633 0.0004 
ZMDO 1 0.502%3 0.108853 4.61S4 o. 0001 
z~·ot 1 0.153363 0.070086 2.3309 o. 0217 
Z~1D2 1 -c. 267863 0.097333 -2.7520 o. 0070 
ZMD3 1 0.066867 0.053251 1.2557 o. 2121 
Z!'D 4 1 -0 .004'17036 0.006634482 -o. 7190 o. 4738 
ZEDO 1 0.068602 o. 037820 1.8139 0.0727 
ZED1 1 0.011501 0.020914 0.5499 o. 5836 
Zl::D2 1 -0.045652 0.030600 -1.4919 0.138t! 
ZED3 1 0.010895 0.015525 0.7017 o. 4845 
ZED4 1 -0.000554637 o. 001901 79 -0.2916 o. 7112 
RESTRICTION -1 5.110939 9.3745131 0.5452 Oe 5868 
RES~R IC TIOti -1 1.546084 34. 411642 0.0449 0.9643 
RES'l'RICiIOJJ -1 2.096973 9.303645 0.2254 o. 8221 




.. T s T I C :,. L a w A L Y: S I s s y s T E ~~ 
' 
CO'/ARIMlCE OF 3 VALUES 
UITE!lCEP"!' ZMCO Z!-!01 
BT E:RCEPT 0.67459122 -0.01965024 -0.00186306 
Z MDC -0.019651)24 0.01135004 -0.00368523 
Z'401 -0.001 e6306 -0.00368523 o. 00491199 
ZYD2 0.01151338 -o. 01013711 o. 00487566 
z11D3 -0.00557333 0. 004"!4513 -0.00329166 
Z1"D4 0.0007004~ -0.00055302 o. 00042991 
ZED 0 -0.00796330 -0.00064066 o. 0 0034 847 
ZED1 -0.00186 029 0.00005257 -o.o 001515 5 
ZED2 o. 00446 391 0;.00045310 -0.00032065 
ZED 3 -0.00148771 -o. 00021471 0.00016 071 
ZED4 0.00014641 0 .. 00002542 -0.00001E66 
ZMD~ ZH03 Z1'D4 
INTERCEPT 0.01151338 -o~ 00557333 0.00070048 
Z!WO -0.01013711 0.00484513 -0.00055302 
Z!-!Dl 0.00487566 -0~00329166 0.:00042 991 
z~m2 0.00947381 -0.00495059 0.0005s 838 
Z~W3 -0.00495059 0 .• 00283567 -o. 00035 053 
ZHD4 0.00058?38 -0.00035053 0.00004402 
ZEDO 0.000 60545 -.o. 00 03 4139 0.00004230 
ZED1 -0.00011032 0.00008278 -0.00001102 
ZED2 -0.00046555 0.00027388 -o. 00003 431 
Z.ED3 0.00022396 -0.000°13417 0.00001699 
ZED4 -0.00002626 0.00001582 -.000002ooss 
ZEDO ZEDl ZED2 
INTERCEPT -0.00796330 -0.00186028 0.00446891 
Zl<IDC -0.00064066 0.00005257 0.00045310 
ZMD1 0.00034£47 -0.00015155 -0.00032065 
Zt,,D2 0.000€0545 -0.00011032 -0.00046555 
Z"'D3 -0.00034139 0.00003273 0.00027388 
Z f,I!) 4 0.00004230 -o.00001102 -0.00003431 
ZEDO 0.00143037 -o. 00018115 -o. 00109 771 
ZED 1 -o. 00018115 a.00043140 0.00033402 
ZED2 -0.00109771 0.00033402 0.00093634 
ZED3 0.00046406 -0.00025092 -0.00044481 
ZED4 -0.00004974 0.00003361 o. 00005 059 
.41 
S • l T I S T I C ~ L A'IALYSIS SYSTE'~ 
I NTERCE?T 



































MODIT.: :JODEL07 SSE 1973.651 .F RAT ID 4.45 
DFE 102 PROB>F o .. 0011 
CEP VAR: YCOT ~SE 19.349515 R-SQUARE 0.1792 
PARAMETER STANDARD 
VARIABLE CF ESTHHTE ERROR T R.A'i 10 PROB) rr I 
I r;n:RCF. PT 1 6.422569 o. 785834 8.1729 0.0001 
Zl!DO 1 0.206068 0.120229 1. 7140 o. 0896 
Zl-'D1 1 0.164020 o. 084387 1.9437 Oc0547 
Z!-'D2 1 -0.078381 0.112357 -0.6976 o. 48'7 0 
Z!ID3 l -o. ()29033 0.061859 -0.4693 0.6398 
ZJJD4 1 0.007299941 0 .007701049 0.94'79 o. 3454 
ZEDO 1 o. 099043 0.045222 2.1902 o. 0308 
ZED1 1 o. 01925 0 0.025145 0.7656 o. 4457 
2ED2 1 -0.059726 0.036760 -1.6247 0.1 G73 
ZED3 1 0.018453 0.018646 0.9896 o. 3247 
ZED4 1 -0.00161393 0.002282262 -0.7072 o. 4811 
RESTRICTICli -1 5.980079 11. 288512 0.5297 o. 5974 
RESTRlC1'lON -1 -5.548080 41.524374 -0.1336 c. 894 0 
RES7RIC'!ID .-1 -0.045506 11.208402 -0.0041 o. 9968 
RESTRICTIOl? -1 -25.450418 41. 358109 -0.60EO o. 5 445 
R ES'l'R IC Tl Ct; -1 563.592479 99.116083 5.6862 0.0001 
65 
S'!'.\TI'.i! I C ,\ L 
t!ODEL: 


































1 -0. C48047 
1 o. 011851 
1 -J. 000666422 
-1 5.117949 







DUR!3Hl-liA TSCN D S'U!ISTIC = 
FIRST ORDFR A~TOCORPELATION ~ 
PARAMETER 
VARIABLE DF ESTIMATE 
INTERCEPT 1 -2-112967 
ZDO 1 0.082671 
ZD1 1 -0.035804 
ZD2 1 o. 0036.70847 



































S Y S '! .., '4 
F RATIO 15.q6 
PROB>F O.OCOl 



































o. 536 9 
0.1018 
o. 4322 



















S T ~ T I ~ ~ I C A L 
DF 
-1 









T RATlO PROB> I'!' I 
2.851'7 o. 0052 











MCD EL: IIQDELl 0 
DEP VAP.: DELBP 
CQVIRIANC~ OF B 7ALUES 
r:;'!'SRCia:P"' 














7.DO ZD 1 
-0.00024607 0 .00259851 
O.OOOB9809 -0.00064483 
-0.1)0064483 o. 00050 653 
0.00008252 -0.00006651 













25 6 .32 
0.0001 
0.8300 
DUR9H-l-W.l. TSCX D S'L\'!'IST1C = 




V JiRIABLE DF ESTHHTE ERROR "' RA TIO PROB> IT I 
' 
INTERCEPT 1 -3.567912 1.149980 -3.1026 O.OC25 
ZDO 1 0.056282 o. 031367 1.7943 0.0756 
ZD1 1 -0.043150 0.024048 -1.7943 o. 0756 
ZD2 1 o. 005623214 0 .003136697 1.7943 0.0756 
DEL':'APA 1 1.805592 0.079804 22.6254 o.0001 
RFS'1'R ICTION -1 9 51 • 5 0318 8 7C3. 297201 1.35.29 0.1790 
RES'i'RIC TI CN -1 6329.564 1662.795 3.3066 o. 0002 
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DEP VAR: U 
CCVARIA~CE OF E VALUES 
INTEPCF.PT 



































D!JRPI~WATSON D S'l'A'l'IS'!'IC = 0.1993 






















ERROR T RATIO PROB>i'1'1 
0.089322 51.0349 O. OCOl 
0.077307 0.9788 0.3299 











_TYP~- _vC'.)SL_ ::; I G~, ? !)Y z~·o ZMl Z'.·12 ZM3 Z~4 
1 ULS } 10B2L01 1'1.3394 -1 4.0807.'J -9. 460 3 12.6661 -5.7554 o.781866 
2 OlS 1·:0L2L02 11.<11:u -1 3.84'260 o.7648 -2.3055 o. 7102 -0. Oti2 08 0 
J OLS :.WC":L 03 IJ.'r280 -1 2.20747 o. 5061 -1.3493 0. 24 80 -O.OU4007 
4 OLS 1-''JCEL04 11. 3258 -1 4.47251. 0.8694 -2.6667 0.8575 -o. 07!1945 
5 OLS l'·:OCEL05 11.4813 -1 
6 CLS l-i0DF'L06 J.5533 
7 OLS rou:Lo7 4. 3988 
8 DLS }~CCEL08 .3.6366 
() OLS ''0C·;::L09 ".8202 
10 CLS f.rJr; ::LI C ?.. 3827 
11 DLS HCDSLll rJ.7055 
OBS ZEO '.7El ZE2 ZE3 ZE4 liT2M WT3M wT4!-l 
1 O. 52B01 1.53789 -2.5661 1.05168 -0.12739 
2 o. 66110 -0.08640 -0.4966 0 .225·34 -0.02557 
3 1.07631 C.03310 -o. 6896 0.31184 -0.03631 
4 o. 48 895 -0.12296 -o. 4123 0.179 86 -0.01926 . 












5 -o. 4 965 9 C .2 25341 -0.025572 . . . . . 
6 -1 0.502853 0.163363 -0&26786 0.066867 
7 -1 0.206068 0.164020 -0.07838 -0.029033 











6 -o. 0 0477 04 O.C681i019 c.011so1c -0.045652 0.0108947 -0.0005546 
., 0.0072999 O.C'l90426 0 .01925 01 -0.059726 0.0184525 -0.0016139 












7 6 .. 4226 
8 . . . . 2.9277 
9 o. 0326705 -0.035'104 0.00367085 1.76282 -2.1130 
10 o. 0562821 -0. C43:'..50 0.00562821 1. 80559 . . -3.5679 
11 -1 0.0756711 o. 4181 73 4.5585 
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~DY A:JD PR"'.DTCT'.:D FDY 1!S. TH'E 
PLOT OF ""D'?• ID 
PLOT OF PF~Y*II: 
\ 
~ ' 
A J " 














LEG~Nt: A= 1 OBS, ~ = 2 OES 1 ETC. 
SYMRCl USED IS• 
A 
* A • A 
* JI: 11: 
t A * 
I! t t * 
* * JI:. JI: 1( JI: 
* * JI: ..... * A A * .,. A 
B ~ A B 
' 
* e .,. A 
A jl; !\ A JI:. A A B 




lt ... JI: A 
* t ~ l *
" 
A A A 










A * * jl; 
* 
e * ... 








5000 5500 5000 6500 1000 7500 qooo 
ID 
NOTE: 6 OBS HAr :nsSING VUUES 27 OBS HIDDEN 
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FIGURS 3 
ER~JR PATTERJ OF TCTAL SPfNDI~G EQUATICN 
PLOT OF ~DY~RROR~ID LEG:":ND: A = 1 08S, '3 = 2 03S, ETC. 
40 + I\ 
30 + 
A _\ 




R 10 + A A 
E A A A A A A A 
s C A A A A A A A 
I C A B A A E .\ B A A B A 
D 0 i· A A '3 A A lJ C A A A A A A 
u A A A A A A A A 
A A A A B A A A B A A 
L A A A e A A A 










5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 '7500 8000 
ID 




ERROR P~T'!'~.,N 0¥ RA TE-OF-CHA ~lGE TOTAL SPENDING EQUATION 
FLOT '.JF YDE"1RCPID L!::GE:;o: .:. = 1 CBS, B = 2 OBS, ETC. 
10.0 + 
A A 




s.o + A A I. A 
I A A A A A A 
I A A A 
Ii 2.5 + A A A A 8 A 
E A B "A A .:. A 
s A·A A A A A 
I A 3 B A 3 A. A A 
D o.o + A A A A A A 
a a A A A E A a .A 
A A A A A A A A A 
L A A A A A 
s -2.s + A A A. .A A ' ~ A A ... 
A A A A 
A 
A A A 
-5.0 + A A A 
A 
A A 
A A A 




---+-----+------+-----+---------------+--------5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 7500 8000 
ID 


















ERROR PAT•EPN OF ?RIC£ ~QUATION 
PLOT OF C?E~RQR*ID LSGEND: A = 1 09S, 8 = 2 OBS, ETC. 
A A 
A ? A 
l3 A A A A B 3 A A 
A g A A A ,!. B 8 A A 
A .., A A A 3 A A 8 C A A A p A 
A .., A C JI. A A A B A 8 J\ A A A 
A B B B A B 
A A A A A A A 











5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 7500 8000 
ID 
NOTE: 6 DES RAC ~rssIHG VALUES 
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FIGU~~ 6 
ER?O~ PATTEiN OF UNEMPLOY~ENT ECUATIOI 
L~~END: 1 = 1 OBS, 8 = 2 C9S, ETC. 
1.5 + B B 
A A A 
A 
A. A 
1.0 + A A 
A A 
A A 
A A I. . 
A A A 
0.5 + A B A A 
R A A A 
E A A B A A A A 
s A ,. .A A 
I B B A B 
D o.o .;. A A A A A 
u A A C A A 
A A A A A A B 
L A a A A A .B A 
s A B A A B A A B 
-0.5 + A B A 
A A 
A B A A 
;, A 
-1.0 + A. a A 
A A 
,\ A A A 
A A A 
-1.s + 
---+------+------+------------+------+--------
S000 5500 6000 6500 7000 7500 8000 
ID 
NOTE: 1 02S HAD ''ISSI.NG VALUES 
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APPENDIX E 
EXAMPLE OF CALCULATION 
Ji:X.Al'1PLBS OF CALCULA'l'ION 
4 4 
A Y = constant + .~0 m. ,'.i Mt . + .Z:0 e . .1 Et . t l= l -l l= l -l 
constraint: 4th degree polynomial 
so ·that 
mo= ao 
m1 = ao + a1·+ a2 + a3 + a4 
m2 = a0 + 2 a 1 + 4 a2 + 8 ~ 3 + 16;a4 
m3 = a0 + 3 a 1 + 9 a2 + 27 a 3 + 81 a4 
m4 = a0 + 4 a 1 + 16 a2 + 64 a 3 + 256 a4 
eo = bo 
e1 = bo + b1 + b2 + 
e2 = b0 + 2 b 1 + 4 b2 + 
e 3 = b0 + 3 b 1 + 9 b2 + 27 b 3 + 81 b4 
e4 = bo + 4 b1 + 16 b2 + 64 b3 + 256 b4 
substituting m0 - m4 in (1) and e0 - e 4 in (1) 
4 4 
/J. yt - constant + a 0 ] ti.I\_i + a1 ·~ i.tiM . 0 t-1 
4 
iiM . + a3 k t-J. 0 
4 
4 
+ a2 :E'. 
0 
4 
+ a 4I: 
0 
.2 M 
J. £11 t . 
-l 
.4.M 
l. A t . 
-l 
4 4 
+ b0 I: .t- 1\ . + b1 ~ • 1? + b ~ .2 T.1 lAi\ . 0 -1 
-J. 2 1 .c).J.',t · 0 0 71 
4 4 







ZMO = £tI'\ . 0 -l 
4 
· ZM1 = ~ it.Mt . 0 -l 
Zl'12 
4 
= :'.E i 2t.M . 0 t-1 
4 
-c-·3M 
t:.... i Ld-'t-i 
0 
ZM3 = 
4 .4 ~ i t:Mt . 0 -l Zl'14 = 
constraints: 
m_1 = ao - a· 1 + a2 
e 
-1 = bo - b1 + b2 
- a3 + a4 = 0 
- b3 + b4 = 0 
m5 = ao + 5 a1 + 25 a2 + 125 a 3 
4 





+ 625 ~4 = 0 
e5 = bo + 5 b1 + 25 b + 2 125 b3 + 625 a 4 = 0 
From Appendix C, mode1 2 
m1 = ao + a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 
m1 = 3.8426 -;t- 0.7648 - 2.3055 + 0.7102 - 0.0621 =. 2.9500 
80 
0 .... (5) 
b. To find t-statistic - see (28) 
V(m. )= E. /j V(a .) + 2 I:· i(j+p) cov(a. a ) 
J.. j=O J J<P J p 
v(m1)= V(a0) + i 2 v(a1) + i4 v(a2) + i 6 v(a3) + 18 v(a4) 
+ i5cov(a2a 3) + i 6 cov(a2a4) 
+ i7cov(a3a 4)l 
from the covariance matrix of model 2 
V(m1) = Oe319975 + 0.119188 + 0.228279 + 0.064476 + 0.001003 
+ 2 (-0.062154 - 0.256300 + 0.1.13339 - 0.012441 
+ 0.098889 - 0.072719 + 0.009734 
- 0.113685 + 0.013225 
. - 0.0079~.7) 
= 0.152905 
The t-statistics·.of m1, m2 , m3, m4, e0 , e1, e2 , e3, e4, are 
obtained in the same manner. 
81 
or 
To f]·-c1 ·1-'1"' Jl,--statistic for'm "''"d,;-e C • .. _ 11 - t..iJ. c::: • L..... l i u~.t... 1-- - i 
ForLmi, put one more restriction on model 2,i.e. mode1 3 
mo + m.l + 
5 ad + 10 
m2 + Ll_ + m4 ) 
"' 
+ 30 a2 + ~1 
= 0 
100 a3 + 354 
"'SQ 
,., u d 1 3 mo e~ 
a4 = 0 
ESS , 
moael 2 
F (rm. ) = 
l 
1JiSP . 






The t-sta tis tic of :>e. is obtained in tbe same manner from model 2 
- l 
and model 4. 
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